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    Hydrogen – Energy source of the future

As a flexible energy carrier, hydrogen will play a key role in the future for providing electricity, heat and energy storage solutions. The gas is produced by the process of electrolysis, which breaks down water into its components hydrogen and oxygen with the help of electrical voltage. Of the processes currently in use, PEM electrolysis (protone exchange membrane electrolysis) is considered to have the greatest potential.

Mankenberg supports you with products specially developed for these applications. Our self-acting control valves for pressure and level feature a compact design, pressure resistance and high corrosion resistance and are also available ATEX-compliant in accordance with Product Directive 2014/34/EU ....

more
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    Product documentation – Always easily available

First-class digital document support for your valve: 
Our new client portal my.Mankenberg makes it possible.

my.Mankenberg is the central point of reference for all documents relating to your Mankenberg valve. Time-consuming searching for papers was yesterday! Today, all you will have to do is click on the link provided or scan the QR code on your valve - and your documentation is ready for retrieval in the portal anytime and anywhere.

For more information To the client portal
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             Large vertical range of manufacture ensures quality and delivery reliability

            At Mankenberg - located in Lübeck in Northern Germany for more than three quarters of a century - many fundamental processes are performed in-house thanks to the large vertical range of manufacture. 

Quality and timely deliveries are compatible also in particularly challenging times

With investments in our machinery and the increase of our stocks, we are particularly well prepared for exceptional situations ...

            To the article
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